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This group undertook to examine the effects which raising

the ISA. from 200 x 200 GeV to 400 x 400 G«V would have on the

"canonical" experiments. These were "canonical" in the sens*

that they span the full range of foreseeable physics and have

served as topics in previous Summer Studies and Workshops

which resulted in quite explicit hardware designs and experi-

mental goals. Two primary questions were asked concerning aach

experiment:

a) Are the physics goals still attainable as designed

and are new goals indicated? (The principal concerns here

were with the increase of center-of-tnass energy - e.g. back-

grounds, rates, detectors, magnet field strengths, etc.}.

b) Are the new parameters proposed for the interaction

1. "ISABSLLS, a Proton-Proton C o l l i d i n g Bean F a c i l i t y ? ,
Report 50648, p . 2 7 - 4 1 , p . 108-117, Apri l 1977.

2. "A Conceptual Design of a 400 GeV Version of ISABELLS", ISA
Div i s ion S ta f f , SNL Report 50656 ( P a r t i c l e and High Voltage
Maehines-TID 4500) , Apr i l 1977.

+• Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy.
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regions in the 400 x 400 GeV version adequate or restrictive?

(i.e. magnet spacings, jj-f unctions, size of hails, dump

profiles, etc.).

Secondary questions related to possible need for super-

conducting experimental magnets and affects of bunched beam

operations on individual experiments were also considered.

In order to keep the task within reasonable bounds, we

did not undertake complete redesigns of experiments, but

where problems occurred we have suggested what seem to us

reasonable solutions using experimental techniques already at

hand. Obviously, the whole area of detector technology for

ISA3ELLE is rip* for future developments (see the work of

Group I, this Summer Study) and we have deferred to them in

some areas noted below.

The format we have adopted for discussion of our work is

that suggested by the Section v-3 ("A Possible Research

Program"} of the 1977 ISABELLE proposal. It has the virtue

that it ties together experiments with similar needs, con-

straints and coropatability.; consequently, we take the "clock

face" intersections in turn with the experiments as placed

there by the imacinery scenario of Ref. 1.

A short summary would be that all of the "canonical" expe-

riments survive. Some are actually improved, some unaffected

and some require changes which we suggest. In general, the

90 experiments are relatively unaffected. The single arm

small angle spectrometer, the wide aperture (FATS-HASP) spec-

trometer and the Coulomb interference experiment have the

largest number of modifications suggested. He do not claim
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any uniqueness to our solutions nor do we claim that there

are not more desirable radical approaches (we expressly, did

not search for these). But we do feel that the 400 x 400 GeV

ISA not only permits the work on conceptual experiments from

previous Summer Sutdies to be taken over entirely but indicates

areas of improvement in many of them.

Specifics of the individual experiments are discussed

below:

1. One O'clock Insertion

a) Measurement of Particle Multiplicities, Correlations

,ajttd.iLijQT# The technique employed here is that of 4ff detection

without particle identification or momentum determination.

It is modeled on the ISR experiment of Pisa-Stony SEOOJC and

has been discussed in several previous CRISP reports; for our

purpose here we refer to the latest discussion.

There are no fundamental difficulties in performing this

experiment at an ISA of 400 x 400 GeV instead of 200 x 200 (3eV.

Some differences are worth pointing out, however.

a} The repositioning of Qi to 30 meters instead of 20

meters and the slightly reduced dump profile permits main-

tenance of 1 rarad as the angle below which particles stay with-

in the beam pipe. This increased length also probably allows

improved luminosity measurements.

b) Although this beam pipe loss stays the same in angle,

the increased /s of 400 x 400 increases the It . I accessed
1 mxn •

and thus makes elastic and diffractive losses much more severe.

In order to correct for these losses it becomes mandatory to
3. Chung, Grannis and Green, Proc. of ISABELL2 Summer Study,

Vol. II, 3NL-2O5S0, p. 183, (1975). ^

4. J. Marx and R. Majka, ibid, p. 204, "Measuring Coulomb
Nuclear Interference as a First Round ISA Experiaent".
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have a small angle system (similar- to the Coulomb interference

experiment,4 located at Q1 and Q3 as well as to take some data

at asymmetric beam energies to check systenatics.

c) Because of the expected increase in average particle

multiplicity, portions of the experiment continue to be low

luminosity experiments. Wire chamber placement and spacing

may want to be changed from Ref. 3 slightly.

d) The increased range in available rapidity space at

400 x 400 GeV improves topological studies related to single

and double diffraction.

b) Elastic Scattering and Diffraction Dissociation in the

Range 1-50 tnrad:

The original discussion of this experiment suggested that

it b* done in three phases:

I Without use of magnetic field

IX With magnetic field

til Diffractive scattering with increased quadrupole spacing

The study conducted during a subsequent workshop, suggested

that this might not be the best way to proceed. However, in

the light of the new magnet positions indicated for 400 x 400 GeV,

we believe the three phase plan is a good one provided the magnets

axe installed for the first phase although perhaps not powered

during the earliest stages of machine operation. In this way,

the only major Change occurs when Cerenkov counters are added

in stage (III).

He will thus discuss the 200 x 200 GeV versus 400 x 400 GeV

operation phase by phase:

5. S.M, Edelstein and M. Zeller, ?roc. of Summer Study, BNI,
20550, p. 234, Vol. II, (1975).

6. P. Limoa and R.O. Ma-jfca, Proe. of ISABEtXE Workshops, p. 188,

(1976).
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L

Phase I (without use of magnetic field). Here, the

experiment is performed hy angle-angle measurement and it is

aided by the increase in spacing of Q1 from 20 meters to

30 meters; this enables a lower It . I. Table Z shows the
ram. '

improvement*

TABLE I

p

30

100

200

400

{GeV)
c

X

X

X

X

30

100

200

400

Old

.001 -

.01

.04 -

ft

2.25

25

100

range

ttew

.0006 -

.0069 -

.0278 -

.111 -

2.25

25

100

400

5t(c)

t~.1

.002

.004

.006

.011

t-1

.006

.011

.013

.033

The resolution is improved slightly because although the

detector wire spacings remain the same the moment arms are

longer; the major contribution to fit is the beam 9 spread.

There does not seem to be an/ advantage in going to drift

chambers.

Mote that except for 400 X 400 GeV, the |t_.. _| is well
mm1

within t 0.1 (GeV - where ISR data indicates a break in

slope. It should be noted that if provision is made in the

experimental area for Q1 - Q2 to move to 40 meters at some latar

GeV
period thea tfflifl (400 GeV) - 0.06 (__— which permits the

study of this structure at 400 x 400 GeV. The transition region

between the experimental hall and the machine tunnel should allow

for this.
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Phase II (with magnetic fields). Here also the new Q1 -

22 positions enable one to reposition the detectors and gain

in increased moment arm for maintaining resolution at the

higher momentum. In addition, the magnetic field must be

increased over the original design. The changes over the

original design are as

Magnetic B-L

Chamber positions

Magnet Center1in*.

5 Pi

6.

ORIGINAL (200 X 200)

3 kg x 3m - 0.57 GeV
transverse kick

7m and 16a
(gives 9m moment arm)

4.

2.

2.

16

5m

35 x 1O"S rad

2*

MeV

NEW

1 .7 X X

11a and
(gives

10m

1.4 x 1

1 .2%

' 16 MeV
12 from

(400 X 400)

2m - 1 GeV kick

26m
15m moment arm)

0"5 rad

(9 from beam s
detector)

The improved resolution in longitudinal momentum (6p_/?,.
h It)

wi l l improve the e l a s t i c s ignal to no ise . The error on t

ar i ses s o l e l y fromsp^^pius 4t * 2 / t . 4 p j . » 0.036

at 1.4

Phase III (for diffraction dissociation). Because this

phase required Q1 to be out at 30 meters in the original design

and thus implied 4 special adjustment, the new Q1 position dicta-

ted in the 400 x 400 GeV design is ideal. Thus, the experiment

is again improved by the change. The increased 3-E. mentioned

in the previous section permits good effective mass and Pj_

resolutions. These resolutions are the order of 5a * 30 MeV and
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M o V

Pi =15 i up to about 300 GeV and then deteriorate slightly

beyond that.

Conclusion: This experiment probably is improved at

400 X 400 GeV, primarily due to the increased moment arm

available in the drift space and to increased bending power.

Superconducting magnets are not required by space or field

strength requirements, but may be desirable on power consumption

grounds.

c) Measurement of Coulomb Nuclear Interference
4

This experiment is strongly affected by the change of ISA

from 200 GeV x 200 GeV to 400 x 400 GeV; in particular, the

precision of the measurement at the very highest momentum is

worsened by a factor of between 1.5 and 3. Lower momenta can

probably be done as discussed in Ref. 1. Also as discussed in

detail in Ref. 4, the particle upon which this experiment is

based requires the phase advance in the interaction region

quadripoles between the crossing point and the detector position

to be as close to 90° as possible. This enables angles at the

interaction point to be transformed into pure transverse position

displacements at the detector location. If the phase advance

is not exactly 90 then either the angle at the detector must

be measured as well as the displacement £J& if it differs from

90° by net too large an amount .then the uncertainty in t which

arises from the lack of angle knowledge must be kept below an

acceptable minimum. The limits on t . and its error fit .
nun m m

are then set by the angular divergence of the beam, the closest

distance from the beam a detector may be placed, the phase

advance and the detector size.
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The proposed increase in spacing of interaction region

cuadrupoles is of no consequence for this experiment as

currently designed because the scattered particles remain

within the magnets and it is the magnetic gradient parameters

rather than spacing which is most important. Since the design

aim is to keep the 8' s and phase advance of the interaction

the same in going from 200 GeV to 400 GeV, the only factor which

will change is the eraittance which improves by _. Thus, one

would conclude that since tmi — Jc9p ( where Is is a constant

which includes the counter position} and for the previous

proposal tmia (200 GeV) • .003 (
G'V> then if the detector were

left in the same position t . (400 GeV) - .006 (zzl) .
mm c

Since the maximal effect from Coulomb-nuclear interference is
GeVexpected to occur about t * 0.002 ( ) (perhaps even lower

if the total cross section rise continues) then the sensitivity

of the determination of p (ratio of real to imaginary part of

scattering amplitude} at 400 X 400 GeV is much diminished. How

diminished can be estimated from Table II of Ref. 4, from which
5

we found that 200 X 200 Gev, 1% normalization and 10 events,

&p would have been 1.94%; but- at 400 x 400 GeV and fixed

detector position with respect to the beam &p increases to 4.5%.

Some improvement can be made on this if we are able to move the

detectors closer to the beam; this is probably possible because

the emittance is improved by , i.e. by . If we adopt the

\I '-^^\ criteria that detectors may be placed at lO^pfrom the stable

beam envelope then the detectors can be moved about 2 ram closer

to the beam and ip goes to 2.9%. There is not much room for

improvement by-trying to place:detectors still closer to the
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y ' beam; large improvements might be made via an Increase in

3, (see caveats in Ref. 4) of the insertion region or by

movement of the detectors at Q3 to other points in the machine

lattice where & is naturally larger.

We believe the discussion in Ref. 4 concerning running at

lower energies (either symmetrically or asymmetrically) is

still completely valid below 200 x 200 GeV and would apply to

energies between 200 and 400 GeV with the corresponding error

in &p increasing with t . as per their Table II.
tnm

In conclusion) wa believe that measurement of p at the

very highest energy will be possible if great care is taken

and if the phase advance is still large*(although angle

measurements and multichannel phototubes can be reverted to as

V well as trying to increased ) rjiikn |11 with not as good pre-

( A T '"" A
v*-' /cision as at 200 x 200 GeV. Measurements down to 30 x 30 GeV

—T) are possible as described in Ref. 4.

'/ I // A table {our Table III) is attached which shows modifica-

tions to thair Table I andswmmarizes the differences. \ df
d) Small Angle Speci/roiae€»f

We have reviewed the pro;

feasibility for operation at 400 GeV.. We find that, in

gereral, the design would be adequate with the addition of more

strength in the septum magnets and a transition radiation

detector for pion-kaon discrimination above 200 GeV. The over-

all length of the spectrometer is increased by~50 meters to a

7. J. Bensinger and T. Kycia {Private Communications).

3. Chang, Engels, Kramer, Lanou and Pondrom, "Small Angle
Single Aria Spectrometer for ISASELLS', Proc. 1975 ISABELLE .
Summer Study, Vol. II, p. 244, also 3NL 50611, p. 180.

9. "ISASELLE, A ?roton~Proton Colliding Beam Facility", BN1
50643, p. 40, (1977).
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total of — 230 meters from the intersection region.

Septum magnets play an important role in the design. An

'expanded view of the intersection is shown in Fig. 2. We

retain the concept of allowing the scattered particles to exit

through slots in Q1 and Q2. Septum magnets are placed just

downstream of the quads. The longer distance between the

intersection region and the septum magnets permits the ex-

traction of particles produced at lmr utilizing septa that are

the 4 cm vacuum chamber. We require fields of 4 kg

I cm septum, 8 kg with a 2 cm septum and 10 kg with a

3 cm septum. The vertical aperture is 2 cm. Overall, a field

integral of 130 kg-ra is required in a distance of 20 meters

along the beam. These fields are achievable with room temp*

erature magnets.. Using stronger superconducting magnets would

^—* not decrease the minimum angle accepted, unless such magnets

were inside the vacuum chamber. Superconducting magnets might

be chosen, however, for reasons of construction or operating

costs. The maximum angle accepted is reduced to 6 mr for

septa in fixed position; however, as pointed out in the original

paper, larger angles can be accessed if sapta are retracted

appropriately.

The pivot point moves downstream by about 20 meters. This

is primarily due to the extension of the straight section. Some

such lengthening is desirable to avoid a conflict between the

pivot magnet and the machine dipoles.

The detailed design of the septum system will require some

knowledge of the magnetic field in the slots of the quadrupoles.

V ' Table IV gives the accepted p^ at various machine energies and
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TABLE III

•h

at standard insertion

(phase advance at detector)

(phase advance at deteotor)

Detector position near Q3

at crossing

dh

runs

runs

V.̂ , rruns

at detector

(beam]T

(detector)

(all sources)

t . I for all $ @ 5 mm from beam Center-
m i n l line

in horizontal plane at 1 cm from
Centerline

Beam size at detector

\ Beam size at detector

Tune shift

Dump profile at detector:

Horizontal

Vertical

200 GeV 400 GeV
20 in

70.9°

32.40

SS m

69.3 m

61.7 m

36.5 ra

9.9 m

4.38 MeV

3.4 MeV

S.S MeV

3.3x10" 3( G* V) 2

3.2X10*3

0.40 mm

0.76 mm

5X10"3

0.8 cm

1.6 cm

JU m

sine

same

69 m

same

same

same

same

6 MeV

4.7 MeV

8 MeV

6.6X1O"
3

(4.7x10 at 3

6.4X10"3

0.28 ma

0.54 mm

same

1.0 cm

1.9 cm
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several values of raymaan x(Xj,) . f.

The vacuum chamber could be as described previously, just

scaled so the window is at about 40 meters.

An overview of the spectrometer is shown in Fig. 3. The

proposed spectrometer magnet would still be adequate at

..; 400 GeV by reducing the bend in the spectrometer to 15 mr.

The Ap/P resolution of 0.1% can be achieved by using drift

chambers. These chambers would be small (~1Q cm x 30 cm) and

subtend solid angles of ~10 Q SO counting rates should be

no problem.

The typical bend due to the septum and p.ivot magnets will

still be approximately equal to the 15 mr bend in the spectro-

meter magnet, giving some momentum recombination.

', ' The major change recommended is in the area of particle

identification. Cerenkov counters would be used for momenta

Q '• 9below 200 GeV as described previously. Pions can be

separated from kaons above 200 GeV by a transition radiation

detector (TRD). A TRQ made of 10 modules (each consisting of

a radiator made of 500, 0.5 mil mylar foils followed by a Xeon

proportional chamber) can achieve a rejection of pions relative

to K's and protons of 10* or better.10 If placed behind the

last Cerenkov counter, each module would have to be about 60 cm

wide by 30 cm high. If the wires in the chambers are spaced

about S mm apart and are alternated between x and y directions

in subsequent modules, the total number of wires in such a

detector;would be about 900. The estimated cost of the construc-

tion and: electronics for such a system would be about $60 K.

10. Monte Carlo calculations and TRD design due to G. Yodh.
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!;The transition radiation photons are emitted at character-

istic angles from 1/f to 2/f ; thus the photons wiJU.. .strike the

Xenon-filled chamber in a cone centered about -tfc* p-ax-tide

trajectory. This trajectory can be determined from the

drift chambers. If the Xenon ?HC is 3 meters from the radiator,

the cone will have a radius of 3.3 mm for 400 GeV pions and

13 nun for 400 GeV kaons. For 200 GeV, these numbers become

6.6 and 26 ma respectively. Thus, with 5 mm wire spacing it

will be sufficient to examine the region within i 5 wires of

the particle trajectory for transition radiation, considerably

simplifying the analysis.

Table V gives the expected yields for such a TRD. At the

highest energies 2 mil Li foils (a la Willis) would be more

efficient and could be used for some of the nodules.

The entire spectrometer apparatus will be at a small

angle with rsspect to the, beam and thus we. would anticipate

the need for some shielding along the beam line to reduce back-

ground rates from rauons, beam-gas interactions; etc.

In summary, the addition of a transition radiation detector

and some more septuja magnets will be adequate to upgrade this

spectrometer to 400 GeV without large increase in tunnel length

(tunnel at ground level) or reduction in particle identifying

power. Further improvement of the spectrometer to reduce the

minimum pL acceptance would require the placing of septum magnets

(probably superconducting) inside the vacuum chamber and very

possibly moving these magnets into place after acceleration.
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TABLE IV

h

1

.5

.1

1

• 5

.1

1

400 :

200 X

30 x

< 400

20 0

30

Minimum

0.4

0.2

0.04

0.2

0.1

0.03 !

V)

Maximum

2.4

1.2

- 0.24

— 1.2

-. 0.-. 6

_ 0.24

- 0. 18

TABLE V

E (G- )

200

300

400

Pions

Tr (KeV)

88

128

160

N
Y
8

12

14

Kaons

Tr (XeV)

16

30

40

N
Y
1.6

3.0

3.8

(N * number of photons expected)
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2. Three O'clock Insertion

«.*• The Compact Calorimeter System. This experiment

has its principal central detector placed symmetrical around

90° to the bean intersection. As in most such detectors (.see

below) event rate and momentum ranges of detected particles

is relatively unaffected by the cannge from 100 % 200 GeV to

400 x 400 GeV. The detector ifeself requires about 4 a X 6 n

free space centered at the crossing point but the bi-cone

required differs from the standard one in that 400 mm x 33 ma

diameter is indicated. As the title of Ref. 11 indicates, an

exceptionally small interaction diamond is required (SO mm X

3S mm diam.). The smaller bi-cone can be maintained at the same

vacuum condition as that of the normal sections because pumping

( stations are local and, as suggestedna fine Ti-allpy wire will

be adequate for cleanup.

The special magnet configuration required to achieve the

very small interaction diamond (see Fig. Ill - JT, p. S3 of

3M1 S064S, 1977 ISABELUE Proposal) at 400 x 400 GeV would

indicate longer or stronger dipoles (B1 of Fig. III-?) to

provide a SO tnr crossing angle. A simple scaling from 200 GeV

(20 m free space, crossing angle 13 mx) to 400 GeV (30 m free

space, 9.8 mr) suggests the JB*d1 for B1 should be increased

by a factor of 2.17 over the 200 X 200 GeV value. Since plenty

of free space between Q1 and B1 is now available, a longer dipole

is recommended. . . ' -. - ••' -.'•.; '. ..' ;•"'

11. W.J. Willis, Proc. of 1976 ISABELLE Workshops, "Inter-
, action Regions with Small Source Size M, p. 170, BNLS0611..
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•O

/. Figure^~"'shows the profiles of ISA 400 GeV beans operating under

normal condition and near the standard insertion region. It is

'-A

clear that such a beam can always clear a region o-ff ± 200- mm

in length and a cross section of diameter »40 mm. Hence, w-e

do not expect any particular problems in the smaller diamond

region (200 mm length X 30 mm diameter). Xn addition, the

shrinkage in radius is only 1 mm (normal radius » 20 mm), hence,

5y/Y " s % which is vary much below the tolerance (which is 20%)

for introducing a significant impedance to affect the rf

system adversely.

b) New and "Unthinkable" Ideas. During the 1975 Workshop

there were more speculative experiments discussed. As an

exercise, two were considered here.

Two detectors, the Hew Object Detector at 90° and the

Neutral Lepton Search at 0° are the ones considered. Since

both ideas were "picked up in the corridors" of the 197S ISA

Summer Study and "new objects" were generated from experimental

physicists' imagination, we only expect to take advantages of

higher energy and hence move imaginations at 400 x 400 GeV than

at 20 0 2 0 0 <3«V. The only impact one may expect is that, in

the case of Neutral Lepton Search at 0° the apparatus may cover

a region with larger p,_ and smaller x for the new particles,

hence a lower efficiency for catching them. These possible

drawbacks may automatically be compensated by the advantages of

running at higher energy and with smaller crossing angles.

Because (i) the production cross section of new particles may

increase with energy and (ii) at higher energy y of heavy

12. L. Lederman, "New Object Detector", Proc. of 1975 ISA
','• Summer Study, Vol. I, p. 90.

13. C. Chang and N. Samios, ibid, p. 96.



particles is larger, the new particles spend less time before

reaching the decay region; hence, a larger surviving ratio

of theje particles. However, we do recommend a full utilization

of the free space between the crossing point and the Q1 region.

Thus ~10 meters of additional free space may be added to the

decay r§qir\T\» f;Tinrn ji yiii>*nnii -ftrr ITer Hn"*i

At the higher energies the background pions have higher

p|| and hence fewer muons are expected. In addition, the

original hadron filter looks adequate and may even improve

in performance ifa T O T continues to rise.

The so-call "new object detector"12, like most of the 90°

experiments (see below) is virtually unaffected by the machine

energy change; however, it should be noted that the 400 X 400 GeV

provides a smaller interaction diamond as a natural part of its

design and consequently the concept for this experiment works

even better at the higher energy.

3. Five and Nine O'clock Insertions

These two insertions have been taken together because they

both contain devices subtending moderate aperture at 90 to

the beams and are affected by similar considerations.

In particular, we have reviewed the suitability of the

following large transverse momentum detector designs for use

with a 400 x 400 GeV version of ISABELL2: a) Two arm Spectro-

14
meter (Five o'clock area), b) Wide-Angle Spectrometer -WASP

(Seven o'clock area), c) the 90 Hadron Spectrometer (Nine

o'clock area) . These spectrometers have as their purpose the

14. 3. Knapp and W. Lee, Proc. 1976 ISA32LL2 Workshop, BNL
50611, p. 1.

15. D. Hywel White, Proc, 1976 ISA3EI.I,E Workshop, BNL 50611, p.54.

16. J. Peoples, Proc. 1976 ISABELLS Workshop, BNL 50611, p. 199,
C. Chien, et al., Proc. 1975 ISA Summer Study, Vol. II,
BNt 20S50, p. 255.
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study of high pA inclusive particle studies, studies of

high pL jets and the study of hadronic and laptonic decays

of massive particles such as the W and Z .

Our conclusion concerning large pA hadron production is that

the detectors listed above are as suitable for a 400 GeV

version of ISA8ELLS as they are for a 200 GeV version. We

use the invariant cross section

E doVd3p - 1- 5 4 x 1 0 «vp(.^.i Pj.//s) cm*/GeV~2-ster
(pA)8.S4

to estimate the pion yield at several values of px . Assuming

tp • 1 GeV/c, An • % steradian and L • 10 cm A which are

the approximate experimental parameters for spectrometer

c) above.we calculate pion yield per unit time for th

200 and 400 GeV versions and list them in

P i • (GeV/c) Rate (200 X 200) Rate (400X 400)

5 4.9/sec 5.7/sec

10 1.4/nin 1.9/min

IS 3.2/hr ••"• 5.2/hr

20 '" 6.8/day 13.0/day

2S 1/day 2/day

We conclude that th« kinematic ranges for the 200 and 400 GeV

versions of ISABELLE are comparable when studying hadrons

produced at large p, and that the higher energy version does

not dictate increasing the momentum range for IT, P and K

separation or improving the momentum resolution for higher p,

values.

17. R.F. Peierls, T.L. Trueaan and L.L. Wang, Estimates of'
Production Cross Sections and Distributions for W Bosons
and Hadronic Jets in High Energy pp and Jp Collisions,
BNI, 22628.



Of importance to the design of the above spectroraeters is

the ability to observe single y,'s or 51 pairs from W and 2° decay.

Increasing the energy of ISABELI.E from 200 to 400 GeV will result

in a more sharply peaked value of da/dx_ at x_ » 0 (Ref.. 17),

and the present design of the above spectrometers need not be

altered because of the higher energy.

4. Seven O'clock Insertion

We have reviewed the suitability of the Forward Angle tagging

Spectrometer design (FATS)15 to be installed in the "seven o'clock"

area for us* with a 400 x 400 GeV version of ISASELLE. The design

fofthe Wide Angle Spectrometer Jair (WASP) remains as described

in Ref. 15 for reasons stated in the previous section.

We feel that the physics objectives in a redesign of FATS

. for a 400 GeV version of ISASELLS should be to study inclusive

V-, \ „
«—-^ particle production over the same range of xp, the Feyman scaling

Y/? variable, as in a 200 GeV version. Figure 4, cB*ta**33£Ê *g« • shows one

such option. The quadrupole magnet Q1 is now located 30 meters

from the intersection point and WAS? remains as described in Ref.

15. The FATS spectrometer magnet field integral has been in-

creased to a maximum of 90 Kg-meters, an upper limit intended to
>

avoid introducing a momentum gap between WASP and FATS. The

Cerenkov counters C2 and C3 have increased in length to 3.5 and

9 meters, respectively, providing at least two options. One

option is to use CO, and H. gas in C2 and C3, respectively, which

providesrr, K and p identification in the momentum ranges tabulated

below, but with a factor of 3 better photon statistics than is

. . g i v e n i n R e f . 1 5 . • -• '• ,\ •' '.• • • " '. • •
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Particle Selected

TT

K

P

Logic

C2 C3

C2 C3.

C2 C3

Momentum Range (GeV/c)

•SO —30

1 3 - 3 0

1 9 - 3 0

Particle Selection by Cerenkov Counters

^ C2 contains CO2 and C3 contains H^ '

Another option is to use H_ in C2 and Ee in C3, resulting

in the selection tabulated below. The longer Cerenkov

counters yield photon statistics comparable to the counters

C2 and C3 in Ref. 15.

Particle Selected

K

P

Logic

C2 C3

C2 C3

C2 C3

Momentum Range CGeV/c)

16 - 56

30 - 56

30 - 56

Particle Selection by Cerenkov Counters

* C2 contains Z^, C3 contains He • /

The use of the longer Cerenkov counters mandate^an increase

in the area of the 022 and 023 detectors as well as the hadron

calorimeter by about a factor of 4 larger than specified in

Ref. 15, but we feel that it is peeraature to be discouraged by

the increased cost of the larger detectors.

Alternatively, one can retain the design of Ref. 15 keeping

the same momentum range for TT » K and p separation and allow a

poorer determination ip/p for the higher momentum hadrons

associated with the 400 GeV version. Reference 1 gives a
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2 -4

value Ap/p » .0.5 x 10 . For a 200 GeV/c hadron ip would

equal 2 GeV/c which may be adequate to accomplish most physics

goals. Finally, the momentum resolution at small angles could

be improved at relatively small cost by leaving the outer

wings of the downstream detectors in place at about. 13 meters

and placing relatively small chambers and hadron calorimeters

near the beam further downstream.

5. Eleven O'clock Insertion

The so-called large lepton detector is located in this

region. As the references cited below show, this device has

a continuing evolution and no doubt the final version will be

in detail substantially different from those to data. For

purposes of discussion here, we take as the "canonical" version

th« full scale (10 m/side) design outlined in the 197S study
13by Burnstain, et al. rather than reduced size version

(8.5 a/side) discussed by Imlay, et al.19 for the 1975 Work-

shops. This full size version will fit in plan view dimensions

into the Eleven O'clock experimental hail as described in the

400 x 400 design ; however, the depth below the beam line is

inadequate. Six meters, rather than five, is the minimum for

a detector, which itself extends five meters without supports

or protrusions. Otherwise, the hall dimensions are adequate:

a width of 18 m is acceptable (but a minimum) while a length

of 58 m is comfortable and allows space for pulling the detector

apart and adding end caps or other future detectors in forwars/

backward directions. If it is desirable to assemble and

18. Burnstein, Carithers, Duong-Van, Imlay, Kreisler, Nauenberg,
Rubbia, Snow, Sulak, Williams, Paschos, Sakitt, Wang
and Wang, Proc. 197S Summer Study, 3NL 20.550, Vol. 3, p. 9,

19. Imlay, Iwata, Jacobs, Kraemer, Kreisler, McDonald, Mclntyre,
Thompson, Walenta, Chiang, Sakitt, Thorndike, Wang and
Wang, Proc; of 1976 ISA Suamer Study, 3ML 50611, p. 24.



disassemble the detector in place ratner tnan I-.IOV« ic in
(23

and out complete, the 40-ton crane planned is adequate given

19
the modular design

We considered ths effect of increased energy in changing

the particle flux into the chambers from the interaction c*<-0*t*-*

one compares the c£yrves of Paige for 200 )<. 200 GeV

H azff and 400 x 400 GeV particle^ rates versus angl- it is clear that

the anticipated flux into the detector will not change with in-

creased s. Essentially,, all of the increase is at very small

angles C<10 mrad) which are not intercepted by the 30 cm

long, innermost cylinder which is 10 cm in radius. Hence,

rate questions related to background from hadrons remain the

sam« as they were in the earlier ISA design, and the detectors

will work as well as they would have at 200 x 200 GeV. Refer-

ring to the calculations of Peierls, Truenan and Wang , we

note that both the Drell-Yan -muon background and the W°

2
(of 70 GeV/c mass) signal increase by the same factor (of

about 3 ) in going from 200 X 200 GeV to 400 x 400 GeV,

consequently the hadronic background is relatively suppressed

and the signal enhanced by the increased energy.

Another point considered was the length of the interaction

diamond. In the 400 X 400 design, the standard diamond is

24 cm long; however/ in the "high luminosity" mode (small

crossing angle, low £ ) it grows to 60.4 cm - uncomfortably

long for the control detector langth. We feel this may argue

for achieving the extra luminosity without changing the cross-

ing angle, perhaps by utilizing the bunched beam possibility

20. F.E. Paige, "Charged Particle Production at ISABELLE",
unpublished note 1977.

21. Peierls, Trueman and Wang, "Estimates of Production Cross
Sections and Distributions for W-bosons and Hadronic Jet*
in High Energy pp and pp Collisions, 3NL Preprint 1977.

22. M. Marx, "Hotes on Bunched Beams in ISA", Proc. of this
Summer Study. Also Claus, Herrera, Humphrey, Marx and
Month, 3NL 22926, 1977.
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